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ABSTRACT 
A study is made of three different problems regarding the format~on and 
evolution of molecular clouds These clouds are large, self grdvltating systems 
distr~buted in the disks and centres of spiral galaxles 
The first part of the thesis deals w~th the colhsional build-up of molecular 
clouds momng in the mean gravitational potential of the Galactic disk A 
local distnbution of clouds, havlng a random mass and velocity distribution was 
evolved in a sheared disk potential The clouds interact gramtationally with one 
another and undergo inelastic collisions The outcome of a collision depends on 
the relat~ve mass and velocity of the clouds and can result in the fragmentation 
or coalescence of the clouds 
The initial random mass d~stribution of the clouds was found to evolve into a 
power law distnbution which decreases for higher mass clouds The d~stnbution 
is flatter towards the low mass end Most of the molecular gas mass was found 
to be In clouds of mass greater than lo5 Mo The mean one dtmens~onal 
random velocity of the molecular clouds obtained was found to be independent 
of cloud mass The results agree well wth the observed mass and velocity 
distribution of molecular clouds Thus the local gravltalonal interactions and 
cloud collisions in a sheared galactic disk are sufficient to explain the mass 
and random velocrty chstnbution of molecular clouds and probably play a very 
important role in the formation of molecular clouds 
The second part of the thesis is a study of the effect of the galactic tidal 
field on the internal energy of molecular clouds Although molecular clouds 
are massive, self gravitating systems, they do not appear to be in a free fall 
collpase The mohvation of this part of the thesis was to examine whether tidal 
fields in a galaxy can dynamically heat molecular clouds and thus support them 
aganst gravltahonal collapse 
The dynamical heahng of the clouds anses from the fact that during the 
epicychc mofion or orb~tal motion m a bar potenhal, the tidal field acrpss a 
cloud vanes vnth tlme and thus couples its rotahonal motion in the galaxy 
to the internal clump motlon wlthin a molecular cloud There will be a net 
exchange of internal energy between the cloud and the external gravltatlonal 
field of the galaxy An N-body simulat~on method was used to treat the mot~on 
of a clumpy molecular cloud Clouds were evolved In eplcycllc orbits and also 
in closed orbits m a non-ax~symmetric bar potential 
The heating effect of the tldal field 1s found to be unimportant for clouds 
movlng in epicyclic orblts but sign~ficant for a cloud movlng in a bar potential 
So although tidal fields alone cannot provlde the energy required for cloud 
support, their contribubon is sign~ficant in a bar potential Also, some clumps 
become unbound from the cloud dunng the bar orbits This can explain the 
origin of diffuse molecular gas whlch has been observed in the central reglons 
of galaxles like our Galaxy, IC 342 and NGC 1808 
The third part of the thesis presents a tnggering mechanism for central 
starburst in interacting galaxies In interacting galaxies the rate of star formation 
is very high, especially in the central regions of the galaxles The aim of this 
part of the thesis was to explain this enhanced central star formation as due 
to the triggering of star formation in molecular clouds by the overpressure of 
the central intercloud- medium (ICM) When a disk @ant molecular cloud falls 
into the central regton of a galaxy following a galaxy encounter, it undergoes 
a radiat~ve shock compression by the pre-exlstmg high pressure of the central 
ICM When the growth t~me for the gravltat~onal instabilities in the shocked 
outer shell of a cloud becomes smaller than the crossing tune of the shock, the 
shell becomes gravitationally unstable resultmg in a burst of star formation 
The resulting luminos~ty depends linearly on the fraction of the cloud mass 
that ~s shock-compressed, the efficiency of star formation in the shocked gas 
and the gas infall rate from the galactic disk The mechanism was applled to 
a galaxy with pre-encounter gas parameters as in our Galaxy The results agree 
well with the observations of central starbursts in mteractmg galaxles 
The mechanism was next apphed to different ICM parameters and cloud 
sizes It is found that the fracbon of cloud mass compressed depends only on 
the cloud rad~us and ICM pressure For the same ICM pressure, a greater 
fract~on of a smaller cloud mass is compressed than for a large cloud The 
results also show that the fract~on of cloud mass compressed 1s always between 
0 7 to 0 9 and so the fraction of cloud compressed does not depend much on 
the overpressure Thus the tnggenng mechanlsm 1s a very general mechanlsm 
and holds for a wide range of parameters The mechan~sm was applied to 
NGC 1808 and IC 342 slnce their ICM paramters are known In both cases 
a large fraction of cloud will be compressed However the ulhmate starburst 
luminosity w1l1 also depend on the gas infall rate m these galmes 
